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About This Game

Get ready to tune up your coffee-ninja skills, you will need them in this hardcore platformer!

Super Hyperactive Ninja is a fast-paced hyper-caffeinated action-platformer in 2D, designed with those who want a real
tough challenge and speedrunners in mind.

The evil Shogun has stolen all the coffee from the secret ninja village of Kohinomura, recover it before you fall asleep!

You will play as Kohimaru, the last of the Coffee-Nin, to defeat the Shogun's army of evil ninjas and samurai, and his great
yokai generals.

Save your fellows and recover the Legendary Coffee, which it's said to grant infinite energy to the one who takes it whole
without milk.

Use the power of caffeine to enter Hyperactive Mode, to run faster and kill enemies, but use it wisely! You won't be able to
change direction while in Hyperactive Mode, and it drains your energy faster.

Your energy is limited, and must be recharged with the coffees you find in the levels. If you run out of caffeine, it's GAME
OVER!

Race against your cruelest enemy: SLUMBER!
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More than 50 levels of fast paced hyperactive action

Difficult and challenging, but fair

Speedrun friendly

Discover new ways to play and secret paths using the unlockable items and characters

Hidden 2-player fighting mode

Guest characters from awesome indie games
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Title: Super Hyperactive Ninja
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Grimorio of Games
Publisher:
JanduSoft S.L.
Release Date: 22 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10

Processor: 2.50 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Portuguese,Traditional Chinese
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A very interesting FPS, graphics style TF2 and a good number of weapons.
Pros:
-Nice graphics (on his style)
-Good weapon mechanics
-Fluent gameplay
-Good number of maps

Cons:
-Not much people on the matches

The only thing this game needs is more people to play with, it has a lot of potential. it doesnt work really well on my window 10
computor. This is an old game and it shows. I don't feel it aged well enough to recommend it. That is not to say it is a bad game.

Once you get the hang of it, the controls are fairly solid.
The graphics are decent (compared to when the game was created).
AND it lets you easily exit to dos (which can be surprisingly hard on windows these days).
. I had fun playing this, old school 2D nintendo style game.. It is a nice game for a chuckle or 2 even while playing with the bot.
With friends its great for the price.. Despite its age, Echelon has the potential to be an OK sort of game.

The graphics are better than I expected, and the introductory videos were interesting.

However, what really spoilt it for me were the controls for the aircraft. Whilst some of the game's controls could be changed, I
found, when using the mouse to fly, that the up/down motions were inverted - and, as far as I could see, that situation can't be
changed.
So, for example, whenever I wanted to fly up, I had to use the mouse in a manner that I would normally use to fly down in all
other games. It was a real pain.

If I could have uninverted the way that the mouse controls worked then I would have been quite happy to play this game for
quite a bit - but, as it stands, it is more annoying than enjoyable.. Did the best just get better?

Yes, The best multiplayer game of the year gets better.

The Vietnam atmosphere is complete with music from the 1960s. In short, it's the best $15 I've ever spent.

This is 'Nam baby. I really wanted to enjoy Moon Hunters. It is (in theory) exactly the sort of narrative-driven experience I
simply adore. The problem is, in practice, the game is marred with tediously repetitive combat, dull levels and a shallow
recognition of your decisions - which I definitely would not call a "personality test". I played through a whole campaign with a
friend only to, at the end, be greeted by a constellation description which had barely anything to do with our characters and their
choices/actions.

There are, of course, positive aspects. The ambience is great, some of the art really catches your eye and the soundtrack is
amazing. Still, in the end the game does not achieve the experience it claims to provide. Which is very sad.
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Not really the kind of total war game i'm used to.
It's more or less just take city by city as quickly as you can.
There are only enemy factions so diplomacy has no role in this game.
makes for a pretty quick playthrough though.
But as any total war game, I did enjoy it.
. I have bought this for Tripwire Interactive who made this awesome game 'Killing Floor! :Dosh:
If you like this game, buy this DLC for support :Dosh: the 'Tripwire Interactive' and the 'Killing Floor'. :Dosh:
Sincerely, @Atlaimond [HUN] :spacepony:. A blast from the past! Decent control, If you have a coupon for this game then buy
it but I would not recommend paying full price for it. 6/10. A very clever yet obscure puzzle game. I would definitely try this if
you are considering.. This game is actually really fun, once you get the hang of things it's a long term blast. No real issues, love
the gameplay, all around fun. Not a bad addition to your library.. This game is soooooooooo slow, literally I fall asleep playing
it, often I cant review games and dont when that happens since its sort of unfair. but this game is just well boring, does it get
exciting? I dont know since I always fall asleep playing it, three times that happened. Thats what happens playing games from a
couch, but yea this game is good for people with sleep disorders or who cant sleep, since this game will put people to sleep.

Rating: zzzz...ero/10 Value $0.00. This is a tough review for me, because this is a game that is going to be very subjective on
whether or not you enjoy it.

I'll start off by saying that it's a fantastic digital adaption of the board game. I originally bought it due to an inability to get the
physical version at the time. I've played the physical version since then, and there is nothing missing and the UI and
performance of the game itself are great. No issues there.

As for the gameplay itself? That's a bit of a different matter. At least for me, the game trends towards an incredibly reliance on
luck. There are choices to make, don't get me wrong. Do I flee, or fight? Do I take the skill, equipment, or experience? Do I
take a health hit here for a chance to explore more?

My primary problem stems from the fact that the choices rarely, if ever, feel like they make any sort of impact. When you lose,
there never a feeling of regret over a previous decision you make. It's always just a case of rolling too low. There are a plethora
of skills that allow you to change dice from one to another, but relatively few that allow you to reroll them. There are a few
skills that will allow you to do something useful with a 1, but most of the time they're just completely dead rolls. If you're lucky,
you might be able to throw them onto a challenge space that accepts multiple dice. If you're lucky.

If you enjoy games or don't mind games with large luck elements, then you might enjoy this game. If you're looking for a game
where the luck is in place to help encourage out of the box or strategic decision making...well, this is not that. I find myself
returning to it from time to time when I want something mindless, but I'm not sure I would call it a good game.

I'm giving this a thumbs down, but only just barely. This could have been a really good game. Hell, it still could be a very good
game. But it just falls a bit short of the mark for me. It's a way to burn time, but not a particularly great one.. great game, not
worth $5 tho, would recomend if it is on sale or if you have a coupon... like i had a 75% coupon and this game was worth $1.25
but i would have requested a refund probably if i would have bought for $5, still a good game and prob the only "meme" game i
will ever keep in my library. Sharing my first 11 minutes of gameplay! Looks like a fun game!

https://youtu.be/Oez-lyhviRY. I bought this game because it was cheap. Now I'm going to see if I can return it because I am
absolutely not fond of it. There are no instructions, no tutorial...no game plan, no story plot...I can't understand how to do
anything or what I'm supposed to do.
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